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suddenly get a glimpse of what goes on behind the stage. And this happens more often with the leaks and the moles that operate today. So that's a bit different, I mean, there were attempts to unmask Louis, but people could say "oh, that's just counterpropaganda, the Dutch are making it up". It's only very rarely that you get a witness who will say something about theatralization from inside. There's a wonderful source I quoted, I think I quoted it in the book, an Italian nobleman is in Versaillesbecause anybody respectably dressed could go into Versailles at any time -and he's standing in the main gallery, that would be the Gallery of Mirrors, and the door opens and the king steps out of his private parts of the palace, and as he steps out, he arranges his face to be the king's face. And he's seen doing this in that split second by the Italian nobleman, and then suddenly you get that glimpse, which is so rare for the XVII century, but much more common now.
Question:
In the book, you reflect on the importance of rituals in politics, and consider that physical impressions sometimes have more impact in audiences than language.
What are the main rituals in Louis XIV and in current politics?
Peter Burke: The main rituals in which he engaged were getting up and going to bed, very simple acts, but they were elaborated into this grand lever du roi and coucher duroi, where he had to be handed different items of clothing by different nobles, and it had to be done so the most important noble in the room would have the right to hand him something. Sometimes there was disagreement, and people would almost be fighting to be the person to give the king some article of clothing. It would be interesting to know what Louis thought about all this, but that's not documented. But Louis XV, we know that after he was formally put to bed with the coucher du roi, everybody went to bed, he got up again, and then he went to play cards with his wife and went to bed when he wanted. So that gives a sense he felt this all was rather uncomfortable, but they wouldn't get rid of it because this helped diffuse the image of the powerful king with everybody serving him.
Question:One of the book's many inputs refers to the rather restricted group of Louis XIV's watchers and listeners. You declare that the propagation of rhetoric studies among the elite at the time made them quite aware of the persuasion techniques employed, maybe more than most of us are today. Can we thus conclude that ISSN: 2238-5126 persuasion, and even manipulation, techniques have become more sophisticated and, at the same time, we became even less prepared to interpret them critically?
Peter Burke: Now you can leak a tape, or videotape, instead of simply leaking a document. But I don't know, does that make so much difference? It has to be somebody on the inside illegally making public something on the inside. But this is a very old habit. My favorite examples come from Venice in the XVII century. In Venice, the ambassadors abroad wrote confidential reports, and they came home and they read them aloud to the senate, and then these reports were lodged in a special archive, and to keep them more secret, the keeper of the archive… they chose somebody who couldn't read and write. So that was safe. All the same, in Rome and other places you could buy copies of these confidential reports. So somebody, we don't know who, was leaking them. And when a Venetian ambassador came to England, and I think his secretary had a day off, and he went to Oxford, and went to Bodleian Library because he liked books.And he was amazed, he found manuscript copies of the secret documents and there's a letter which records his shock. So this is his published work I'm talking about, he thinks that every now and then the leaks were not unofficial. That is, the Venetian government decided that they would leak some information. So you've got two kinds of leak: the ones the government supports and the ones that it didn't want but somebody else is doing it. So I can't think of anything more sophisticated than the government leaking things and pretending that they weren't official. So in that sense I was wondering whether there's any room for a more sophisticated approach today.
Question: Do you think that we are prepared to interpret these messages critically, these messages around power, do you think the public is prepared to read critically these messages?
Peter Burke: That's a difficult question because, of course, the public includes lots of people who are very different from one another, some very critical and some less critical. What might be new today is simply the sheer volume of the leaks. I mean, when Wikileaks operates, suddenly thousands of documents appear, rather than just one or two at a time. And then it's very difficult to react to all this. Ordinary members of the public will only see excerpts from just a few of the many documents that are leaked.
And you could say it's a new danger when there's so much being leaked, and the possibility that so much will be leaked, how do you come upon that… confidential ISSN: 2238-5126 negotiations, how can you be sure that when you're whispering in somebody's ear, that it won't all going to be in the press the next week. And we need confidential negotiations. Things have to be a secret from the public for a time, until the deal is done. Even in a democracy, you can't publish each moment of negotiations because it makes negotiating impossible. And that is a problem that is really raised by Wikileaks, it's not just a question of embarrassing people, but it's a question of how do we continue to do things. There has to be a backstage, and it's not wicked to have a backstage, maybe it's wicked to keep some things from the public, but not everything.
People would have said that in the XVII century, they talked about arcana imperii, the secrets of state. Maybe they wanted to keep too much secret, but now maybe too much is open.
Question:You take an interesting interpretation of Erving Goffman to approach the fabrication of Louis XIV's image from a dramaturgical perspective. The idea of front and back regions are among the concepts you used. We have the feeling that, nowadays, the back regions have transitioned to the front, with leaders' intimacy being exposed, often deliberately, to establish identification. However, the reading of Louis XIV shows that even his daily actions were theatricalized and followed by a small group, or, at least, by his servants. Waking up, eating, going to bed… How do you identify changes in this process, and where do these changes stand before the development of means of communication?
Peter Burke: I think it's a gradual process, and not a rapid one, and it goes back longer than people think. Around the time of Louis XIV, although not so much in France, there was a new genre of publication called "the secret history". Usually this was anonymous, or under a pseudonym, and these texts would claim to reveal the secrets of a particular court, usually. Sometimes it would be the secrets of a religious order, especially the Jesuits, but the favorite topic would be to reveal the secrets of the court. Sometimes it was fiction, but the fiction was transparently about, for example, the court of Queen Anne, in England. So, in that sense, that's the ancestor of Wikileaks. They print documents which may not be true documents, but maybe fiction, because they want to give what Roland Barthes calls the "reality effect", and they did this quite well. So, even though there are not spectacular examples from the reign of Louis XIV, there are from the reign of his successors in the XVIII century, and in XVIII century England.
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Actually, a famous English writer of fiction, Daniel Defoe, he also wrote non-fiction, including two or three books with the title Secret History. And this is all linked to the conflict between the two parties, the Whigs and the Tories, and he was hired by one side, but then somebody else was hired by the other side and they wrote a secret history of The Secret History, which was to expose… So I think this is a level of sophistication which is not going to be very easy to do better than that, though I'm sure people do as well as that. I suppose they're more professional now, that is, Daniel Defoe was parttime novelist, part-time travel writer, and part-time in the pay of a political party. But now these men in the shadows I was talking about last night 2 , it's a full time job.
They're trained for it and they normally stay in it. These publicity advisors, they don't go into politics on their own account, at least not usually. They stick to this job. So that shows only that we live in an age of increasing specialization, but I don't think the principles change.
Question:
In the book Eyewitnessing, you point out the importance of considering the meaning of images towards different audiences. Image analysis must be followed by studies on what the cultural consumer builds with these images, as Certeau also said.
How do you see this preoccupation in communications and media history studies, concerning image studies performed in this field?
Peter Burke:I think the crucial thing is how the viewers respond in different periods. I belong to the pre-television generation, in the sense that my parents did not buy a television till I was already an adult. When I taught a course about the image's historical source in Cambridge, I used, sometimes, to test the perceptions of the students, because I would show an image, and then I wouldn't tell them anything about the context, and I would ask them to say what they thought about it. And it was interesting that they very often had very sharp observations. They noticed all sorts of details, and I began to wonder whether the television generation, or any subsequent generation, deals with images all the time, in a way that we didn't. We were more, that was more of a text generation, because all you saw at school was texts. Nobody gave you pictures to analyze. So, whether that would increase what they would notice, they would be… of course, an image can work on people without their knowing it works on them. So, I
suppose one has to distinguish these two aspects of the reception of images: the almost ISSN: 2238-5126 unconscious reception, and you can train people to be critical and to make what was not conscious, conscious. And there's this, the learning, the habit of reading images, which if you… looking at images all the time, in your spare time you're watching a screen or something, maybe you become more skilled in reading. And of course the same students are not as good with texts as my generation was, there's always a price for something.
It's not that they don't know more or less that we did at their age, but they know different things. Peter Burke: In a word, downsizing. That is, I don't believe in the death of the book, or anything like this, but in this competition between media, then books, printed books, are taking a smaller place. I suppose, obviously, in the field of newspapers -because the newspapers are reducing the number of copies, paper copies, and sometimes they are In 1961, this is still quite unusual in England, so I was fascinated. Then a few years later, I had my first job at the university in Sussex, and then in 1965 the university offered Gilberto Freyre a degree, honorary degree. I think they knew he was already in
Question
Europe getting an honorary degree in Germany, so they didn't have to pay his fare from
Brazil. In any case, he came and they said the day before he got the degree, would he mind giving a lecture. So I went to this lecture he gave in English, very good English, and it was called The Racial Factor in Contemporary Politics, it's been published. And when Maria Lucia 3 and I were writing the book, I went back and I read the lecture which I had originally heard, and this was very impressive, but also very amusing to me, because in the lecture he is talking about the value of miscigenação.
But he looked to me as if just purely Portuguese looking. And he was very pale, maybe because after a few weeks out of Brazil he was pale as unusual. So it seems that somebody who didn't look mixed at all was praising mixture. I couldn't meet him because I was too junior, so I wasn't invited to the party or the dinner that was given in his honor. I heard about him from Asa Briggs later, because Asa Briggs was a fan of Victorian literature, and Gilberto was a fan of Victorian literature, and to Asa's surprise, here was somebody coming from Brazil, and he could talk about all the Victorian novels he knew as much about as Asa Briggs did. So this was very… anyway, from that time, Gilberto Freyre was somebody that I knew about and was interested, I read Sobrados e Mucambos more or less that time as well, and I didn't go on to Ordem e Progresso partly because it looked such a fat book, and anyway, it was dealing with the XIX century, and at that point I was really limiting myself more to the earlier period.
And then nothing more happened until the year I was in Brazil as professor visitante no Instituto para EstudosAvançados in USP. So I didn't have any duties. I had this year, and I meant to continue work on the renaissance, but then I discovered -of course I suspected this before -the books available in USP, there were not very many dealing with this. The situation was worse than it is now because, as you may know, become the sort of actor that he eventually became. And so she wrote this book just about Gilberto before Casa Grande, and then afterwards we wrote together the book which was about the whole person. In fact, everybody normally writes about the author of Casa Grande, and very rarely do people write about the later Freyre. It's true it's not such an attractive subject, because he was brilliant when he was in his twenties, thirties and forties. And then it's never the same again: it's partly he's distracted, he had partly a political career, and so on.
He had been used to people thinking he was wonderful, but in 1964, the day after the establishment of the military regime here, he came out in favor, saying it was saving Brazil from communism. This is actually very curious, very, because in the 1930's, even in the 1940's, he'd be on the left. He was a friend of Jorge Amado, and he wrote in his defense once that he was an anti-anti-communist. He wasn't a communist himself, but he was an anti-anti-communist.
And there are caricatures in a newspaper in Recife, I forget which one, it wasn't the great Jornal de Pernambuco, Diário de Pernambuco, it was another paper. There's a caricature of him wearing an armband, and it has a hammer and a sickle on it. It was when he was running for the Assembleia Constitucional, I think. He got in all the same.
But it's interesting. All the newspaper cuttings are there in the Fundação Gilberto
Freyre, and we were working there for months when we were writing the book together.
Gilberto's wife, Madalena, we met a few times. Simpática, mas formidável. She cut all the information about Gilberto from the newspaper, and it was all bound in black volumes, lots of volumes, because he was always in the newspapers. And if it was ISSN: 2238-5126 unfavorable, she had particular volumes -and this is very funny because on the volumes she wrote W.C. It's a kind of schoolgirl humor from somebody… Because she actually came from a quite aristocratic family, ex-plantation owners and all that, but still that was her kind of humor. And so in those volumes you could see the caricatures of him with this hammer and sickle. Anyway, for whatever reason, he never wrote the fourth volume he kept promising that he would write. Instead, he did a kind of popular sociology. It was interesting, he was trying to establish a specifically Brazilian sociology, but a lot of the time he is simply popularizing what north-American sociologists are doing. So I like the idea of the project, but I don't feel that he ever really executed it. Also, his character changes a bit, he becomes terribly vain. The last 20, 30 years of his life he is always dropping the names of famous people that he claims to know and so on. There's a revealing story, which I'm afraid might be true, that when Arnold Toynbee, who was famous at the time for his History of Civilization, he came to Recife, and Gilberto thought it was to visit him! But no, it was to visit HélderCâmara, so Gilberto was really disappointed. He was the sort of person who would assume that if a distinguished foreigner comes to the city there could only be one reason, it could only be to see him. Only, of course, it wasn't like that.
Question: In A Social History of Knowledge Volume II: From the Encyclopedie to
Wikipedia, you approach the importance of the periodical press to spread scientific knowledge, bringing specific concepts from different areas of academic education to daily life and making them palatable. How do you evaluate the role of these publications today, their impact, and their ability to dialogue with a vast audience?
Peter Burke: I think the golden age of the intellectual journal was the XIX century. something I have to discuss in the new book about polymaths, and how it is possible for just a few people to survive in this world of ever increasing specialization.
Question: Still regarding this book: did the internet, as a memory space, make knowledge more difficult to hide, destroy, and discard? You talked a little about this yesterday.
Peter Burke:Yes, and the digital revolution generally, because archives now, and libraries, are putting their material into this form as well as in the original form. Well, sometimes this is more worrying, and they destroy the original after they put it online, and then there's the question we don't really know yet: how, in 50 years' time, will this stuff still be retrievable. So that's another problem. But definitely, putting a whole archive on the internet, this could sometimes have very valuable consequences. I have a friend who works on Spain in the XVI and XVII centuries, and he has this terrible muscular dystrophy, now he lives in the United States, but getting on a plane and going to Spain to work in the archives has become very difficult for him. But every day he turns on his computer and he starts to search the archives online, so he can still do good work. So that's a positive side of it. Your question was about the positive side.
Question: You say that many great scholars never went to the archives, but were excellent on analyzing data collected by others. How do you distinguish these roles and the importance of these two activities, or moments, of the research process -going out to the archive and examining data?
Peter Burke: What's important for historians, and other scholars working on the past, is the sources. It's not relevant, in my view, whether the sources are in print or in manuscript, they are still the sources. And if the sources in print are very rich, and if you want to write a rather general book, I think there's really no point in going to the archive. Check the example of Jacob Burckhardt, who wrote the greatest book about the Italian renaissance, and he never went near an archive. But there was a mass of material from the XV and XVI centuries in print and he studied it, so he wrote the book from the sources. One mustn't make a fetish of the archives. went and spent months in the Venetian archive for the first part of the book, and then I went to Amsterdam and did the same thing in the Dutch archives. And most of the time, the only difference is you're reading and writing. In the case of Venice, luckily, there's no problem reading and writing because, thanks to the renaissance, people were writing in a very clear hand, which is not at all unlike this. In the Dutch archive it was much more difficult, because in the XVI century it was like the Germans, they were writing in this kind of gothic hand. The first day I saw something in it, couldn't read a single word. But I was working on the XVII century end, so that means it's nearly the XVIII, so the very end. So I thought "I'll start at the wrong end, because then people wrote in an XVII century handwriting, which is very easy to read". Then I got used to the shape the documents were in, and then I went back to the earlier ones and it was much easier to decode, because I was beginning to know what to expect. Anyway, the most interesting thing is sometimes they bring you the wrong file, or sometimes the material in the file is not the interesting part, is not the part that you knew about, which is why you ordered it, but something else that is in the same package. So the thrill of the archive is the thrill of discovering something totally different. It's a bit like gambling.
You order something and you don't really know what's in it, it could be very good for you, and it could be totally useless. So it's got its charm, but still, I think, historians who begin in the archives, you feel that they look down a bit on what they call library historians. But it's a false opposition, really, we all want to study the sources. The crucial thing is to find the right sources for the particular problems you're doing. So the last time I worked in archives was in the Fundação Gilberto Freyre. Working in the archives really meant reading the letters he received, which, often times, there was no problem. And best of all was picking up all his books and seeing what he wrote in the margins. Luckily, reading his handwriting is not a problem. We could have been unlucky and chosen somebody to work on who had horrible handwriting, but no, we were lucky. 
